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Preface

One thing that life has taught me is that nightmares are bad but
reality is worse than the most odious of nightmares. I did not
imagine in the wildest of my dreams that I would one day be sent
into a world of abstraction, material excess and false security, the
things I had despised the most all my short life and the worst thing
was that my predicament had come out from what people were
calling as my heyday. I had secured a rank of twenty-one in the
Common Law Admission Test. That meant that I had gotten through
what people call as the ‘Best Law School’ of the country and thus, I
was sent to this cold and cruel city, away from home. But there were
two things which provided me with a blanket to resist the harsh
winters that life had to offer: Poetry and my acoustic guitar. A
couple of years have passed and I have become a strapping young
man from a callow kid but one thing that is stuck in a time warp is
my relationship with these two things. Majority of these poems were
written at times when there was no one save my notebook and pen. I
have bared my soul to my notebook through these poems and leave it
on the readers to decide if they are worth their time.
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The Light That Guides Me

Six years have passed and everything has changed save the light that
guides me.
I have seen relationships turn sour,
And your little one has come this far.
Cards still lie untouched on the small marble plate,
And those little bells still dangle from the gate;
And my king always waits to be given a checkmate.
The chants no more echo in my ears,
and the pages of your diary are now moistened by my tears.
I have grown into a strapping young man over the years
But with age have grown up my fears.
My eyes are still red and my feelings are blue
But I have been able to hide it from most, leaving them with no clue.
I am pursuing law as you wanted me to
But how can I sit on the seat that still belongs to you?
I have finally made peace with the void
And I sometimes see our Polaroid and recall our conversations
overjoyed.
Solace now seems to have taken a blank wall
But I have never allowed my ethics to fall.
Albeit the temple in the village is in good repair now
But the selfless devotion and staunch faith miss my heart somehow.
Grief has been reluctant to bid adieu; your clients still say they can
never forget you.
Your smell still emanates from those old grey mufflers,
But for me your books are no more puzzlers.
The old car has been sold and probably broken into pieces
And now I have myself started preparing briefs.
Six years have passed and I have never been able to be that glee
But you are still the light that guides me.





I, Me, Myself

Am I a wolf, slinking with a piece of meat through smoke,
or a narcissistic fox, baying to keep everyone at bay?
I live unnoticed, hunt my own game and drink the water of
my thoughts
Yet the folks try to grapple with me, counting me in, in this
unnecessary fray.

Some accuse me of being conceited, some, anti-social,
Sugary ones awe at me for moving alone, even when the
trail’s full of mist and fog.
Hurling slangs and abuses, vociferating with the voices of
their cruel corner eyes,
But does an elephant raise its brows, however much yelps
the dog?

I smirk when people talk about companionship and
camaraderie
And find company in the characters of the books I so
voraciously read.
Seeing the folks sit on the public thoroughfares, gulping
down pieces of news.
A lion always move alone, is the simple thought too difficult
to feed?

A damp squib or a prick in the paw and he’ll change his
ways,
That’s what the envious sheep in the herd speculate.
The more they try to get close, the more I drown in the
depths of seclusion,
Away from the maddening crowd, I remain shelled in a
world, pure and immaculate.



I devour on the sweet suffering, so humbly accepted
And hope the folks would grasp the wisdom so plainly
meted;
That it is I me myself who the earth revolves around,
It is I me myself who makes the universe reverberate with
his sound;
It is I me myself the entire knowledge of the universe is
treasured in,
It is I me myself who can be the custodian as well as the
destroyer of every sin;
It is I me myself who can alone demolish this palace of
illusions by being uncouth,
And that it is I me myself that is the only ultimate truth.


